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HUNTINGTON, W. VA.- --Most people lucky enough to reach the age of
91 years are happy to sit back in a rocking· chair and let the world take care
of itself.
Not Bertha Filson.
The lively Mason County nonagenarian recently was elected president
of the new Tri - County Chapter of the Marshall University Alumni Association - and she's determined to make it a successful chapter.
Breaking new ground is nothing new for Mrs. Filson.

The oldest

living past president of the West Virginia Education Association, she was one
of the organization's first women presidents.

She also was the first woman to

be elected superintendent of Mason County schools, holding that position from
1923 to 1931.
"Publicity embarrasses me," remarked the sprightly former school teacher in a telephone interview recently.
"A few years ago a Huntington newspaper did a feature story about me
and when I got my daily paper and saw my name in big headlines, I felt just
terrible," she said.
"There are so many people who have done so much more than I have
that I feel embarrassed by all this attention."
Her modesty and old-fashioned integrity are two of the qualities
that make her a respected member of the Point Pleasant community, her adopted
home.
MORE
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Born in Middleport, Ohio, she moved to Mason County at the age of
six and has spent her life there, marrying, rearing a family and teaching
hundreds of Mason County youngsters whose lives have been indelibly touched
by her influence.
Mrs. Filson graduated from Marshall in 1901, taught at the college's
training school for a year and then returned to Point Pleasant.
"I've met every president of Marshall beginning with President
Lawrence Corbly in 1901," remarked Mrs. Filson, "and I've seen a world of
changes over the years."
"I re~lly love the school and was very impressed with Dr.

(John)

Barker, Marshall's president, and other school officials who attended the
recent alumni activation meeting."
"I think they're good for Marshall, and I'd like to work hard for
them even if I didn't love Marshall so much," she added.
The alumni group headed by Mrs. Filson includes alumni from Mason
County, W. Va., and Meigs and Gallia counties in Ohio.
When the younger alumni chose her as their president, Mrs. Filson
was surprised and unprepared.

"I think I'm too old for th i's sort of thing,"

she protested.
But the chapter knew better.

Many of the members are her former

students, who learned the lessons she believed they needed to know to tackle
life's problems.
She didn't campaign for this new office, or even seek it, but then
she didn't campaign much back in 1923 when she was elected county school
superintendent.
"I didn't know anything about campaigning and really didn't care to
campaign," she said.
MORE
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"My active campaigning just about stopped when I went up to a man
plowing his field and asked him straight out whether he was a Democrat or a
Republican," she recalled.
"He looked up at me and told me he thought that wasn't any of my
business, and I felt like a fool.

After that I didn't campaign much," Mrs.

Filson said.
But she had earned a fine reputation as a teacher and was well-known
and respected in the county.

Even though women were rarely in public J.ife then

Mrs . . Filson challenged the sex barrier in county politics and broke it.
" I remember the finest compliment anyone ever paid me," Mrs. Filson
noted.

"One night before the election, a badly crippled man walked many miles

just to meet me and tell me he thought I was a good women or they wouldn't let
me run for offiGe.

Any kind of man can run for office, he told me, but it

takes a superior kind of woman to even enter the race."
Commenting on her new office with the alumni group, Mrs. Filson said,
I'm going to · try to help make a success of this chapter.

It's the third time

we've tried to start an alumni group in this area, and I'm hoping the third
time is charmed."
But the fledging Tri - County Chapter knew it would take more than iuck
to get the group moving forward to support the growing university.
They knew it would take hard work, and a plucky, spirited leader.
That explains the optimistic smiles of Marshall officials when they
talk about the new Tri - County Chapter.
If unflagging loyalty, enthusiasm and effort are the requirements of
a successful leader, Mrs. Filson and her alumni chapter are certain to be an
asset to the university.
- 30 -

An Interview With
Mrs. Bertha Filson
January 31, 1974
Point Pleasant, West Virginia

Voices:
BF--Bertha Filson
MG--Michael Galgano
PA--Pheobe Aldred
FA--Francis Aldred
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The interview began abruptly because Mrs. Filson erroneously
believed her comments were of no merit, and she was reluctant to
have the recorder turned on .
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BF:

Oh, I wish so many of the names of those teachers so well,
and after all these years, now, I've forgotten some of 'em,
but, ah, ah, let me see. Well, I'm trying to think of something that will be interesting.

MG:

Well, just tell us about what, what, ah, what Marshall was
like, ah, what you did during your, your days there, ah, what
you said just a few minutes ago about eating in the, ah /yA:
It was all like a big, happy family.7, dining hall, the family like atmosphere.

BF:

Well, it was .
It was just like a big, happy family, and, and
never, I don't remember we ever had any, ah, oh (laughs), any
trouble with any, any of the girls having trouble with each
other at all, and the teachers were, ah, had to sit at the
table with us. One teacher had to be at each table /MG:
Uh
huh..J; and I'll say again, we had to ask permission to leave
if we wanted to leave before the rest of the folks left, and,
ah, I remember we had a girl there that, ah, her, she had no
home really, and, ah, she came there . And, oh, she was a bril liant girl, but she was sort of a masculine creature LMG: Uh
huh..J, and, ah, she didn't have any chums. All of us had our
special friends, you know, but she didn't have anyone. She
was just friendly with all of us. But, we couldn't get close
to her like we did with the other girls~ and, ah, one day we ~
were, ah, it was in the evening, and everybody was on the front
porch. We had had our dinner, and we'd walked out, and some
of the girls had walked down the big, wide, brick walk to the
fence down to the road, sidewalk, or the road, and, ah, all of
a sudden, someone let out a scream, and we all looked and
there was a snake comin'. It used to be a crick.
Is that
still there? A creek on the right of the gate as you went in.
LMG:
It is very low lying..J They must have filled it in or
something. /PA: Yeah, I think they didJ LMG:
It is still
very swampy, but it's not a creek any moreJ And, but, this,
this snake came out and was starting across the walk, and
these girls were going to take a little walk up and down in
front of the College. And (laughs), they let out a scream,
and this girl that I'm talking about, this peculiar girl
i}IG:
Uh huhJ, went down there and got a stick from one of
the trees, had blown off one of the trees, and she beat that
snake and killed it (laughter). And then she said, "They're
others here." She said, "There must be a nest of 'em here,"
and she went out in that grass and poked around and finally
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got another one out.
It was, what I remember seeing, what I
remember seein' was this thing around that stick, and she
laid it on the walk, and she beat it; and I think that, that
girl killed, there was, there was really a nest of snakes
around there.
And, I think that girl killed four or five
snakes or maybe more and had 'em all piled up in the middle
of that walk (laughter). Now, I was afraid to go off of the
porch.
I wouldn't have even gone down in front of the steps
{YA:
I don't blame you a bitJ, but this was halfway to the
street LMG:
Uh huh..J" when we saw that.
But, ah, that girl
was only there one year L_MG:
Uh huh_J", and we understood that
she came from a broken home, that her father and mother were
had divorced, and she had come from a broken home. LMG: Uh
huh..J" And, ah, in summer, she went to summer school someplace
where they had summer school, and then in the winter, she
enrolled in a place like Marshall LMG:
Uh huhJ and had no
real home. LMG: Uh huh..J
MG:

How long was the course at Marshall?

BF:

Just two years.

MG:

And what kinds of things did you study?

BF:

Well, • • • it was supposed to be a teacher training school,
but, ah, and we had to teach so many classes, and I never, the
classes we taught (laughs) were all easy things. /MG:
Uh huhJ
I had a class in spelling, now mind ya.
I remember that was
one of the classes that I had, a class in spelling, and then
I think I had, ah, I, ah, a class in, ah, English. But, ah,
anyhow, you know, it takes a little while to decide on what
you want to major in or it did in those days. /_NG:
Uh huhJ
And, I had no idea what I wanted to major in LMG: Uh huh..J
and gradually did I know and came back here and taught the
first, second grade L_MG:
Uh huhJ and, ah, taught two years,
and I went home every night and cried because the children
made me so nervous (laughter).
And, I went back one day to
see a woman who was very influential in Point Pleasant, Mrs.
Portenborger, and, Lydia Simpson Portenborger, and I said something to her about not liking to teach in the lower grades.
And, she said, "Well, why don't you apply for high school."
And I was one of the few who had graduated. So many of 'em
would take the examinations, the old county examinations, and
get their, ah, certificate that way, and I went to Marshall

Just two years.

was it a two-year course?

LMG:

Uh huhJ

Uh huh.
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and got my certificate that through my graduation. L_MG: Uh
Well, I, ah, ah, ,he was walking with crutches, she had
had some accident, little accident of some kind, and she was
walking with crutches; and she went down to see a member of
the Board of Education, and I went to see a member of the Board
at on her advice, and I finally got in high school. L.MG:
Uh
huhJ Well, I taught everything that nobody else wanted in
high school, and so (laughs) I just got about everything but
math. L_MG: Uh huhJ And, one year, I was elected principal
of the high school, and I decided that I would let the teachers
in the upper grades do departmental work if they wanted. And,
so I let one, ah, called on one of 'em, "What would you like
to teach?"
"Oh, English, · Literature, expecially." And, she
wanted to teach English. So she taught English in the whole
upstairs. All the upper grades of teachers changed instead
of the classes changing L_MG:
Uh huhd; the teachers changed.
And, I called on another one, and she wanted to teach history,
the social studies, and so she got the social studies. And,
the other one wanted to teach geography and such, ah, sciences,
I believe ws said we, ah, didn't have much of a science course
though then L_MG:
Uh huh✓, but she took the sciences. There
wan't anything left for me but the math (laughs), and I had to
take that, and, oh, my goodness. Well, I got so I loved it,
and I just went on then and went back to Marshall for summer
school work, and then I found out that before very long that
we were going to need, ah, the degrees.
And, so Marshall was
not giving degrees at that time, and I changed and went to Ohio
University. L_MG:
Uh huh✓ And, I had to go during the summer,
you see, so we could drive back and forth L_MG:
Uh huhd, and
we drove.
I did stay over there a few times, but it took about
five years to get through with that over there because I couldn't
go any, ah, length of time and so that's the way I happened to
get math. But (laughs), the last thing in the work I would
have chosen when I first went to coll=ge, but now, I don't
know, that wasn't talking about Marshall.
huh✓

MG:

Well, did they teach math at Marshall in the, ah, teacher
training program?

BF:

Well, now I had a course in bookkeeping at Marshall L_MG:
Uh
huh✓, and, ah, I, ah, that I don't know what they call it that
I don't, I never heard of a business course that they had down
there.
I don't remember L_PA:
Probably had an accounting
courseJ many of my friends, ah, takin', ah, typing or shorthand.
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LMG:

Uh huhJ I never heard any of our girls takin' anything
like that and ah so ah we just went, oh, I don't know, I just
had a real good time.

FA:

I thought maybe bookkeeping was ah, you know, regarded as
something that would be useful to anybody at that time.
(Several voices.)

BF:

I think they wanted to help some students who wouldn't be
teachers and still wanted college training. LMG:
Uh huhJ
And, and, now at that time, there was very little that ah
when I graduated from Marshall, there was very little a woman could do LMG:
Uh huhJ except teach school and work in
somebody's kithcen.
LMG: Uh huhJ

MG:

In the teaching school, ah if I remember correctly, they ah
they used to have, they may still do, a commerical course
where bookkeeping would be necessary to teach high school.

BF:

Yeah, but ah we didn't have that LMG:
Uh huhJ in our school
and not very man~ it had to be a pretty good high school
L_MG:
Uh huh..J to have the commerical courses.
L_MG:
Uh huhJ
We didn't get that 'till later 'till we had our, 'till we got
our big high school. LMG:
Uh huhJ

MG:

Now when you, you said that you taught ah when you were at
Marshall, some of the classes that you took, you had to teach
in, in the courses. Did you do that at Marshall to your fellow students or did you go out into Huntington to do this
kind of teaching?

BF:

We had a training school. L_MG:
Uh huhJ And children came
to the training school. L_MG:
Uh huh..J LMG: YesJ See?
And I had to do my teaching in the training school.

MG:

Now were they the children of faculty or were they townspeople
or borders?

BF:

Well, no, they were, they were children of the townspeople.
I don't remember that we ever had, that I ever remember any
of 'em being foreign children. LMG:
Uh huh_J Now, wait a
minute.
It seems to me like I did have, what was that oa:ie
I had? You see, I'm ah, I'm, oh, I've forgotten.
Oh, I
think they came in there and stayed in ah we had some children,
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younger people LMG:
Uh huh..:.7 in the dormitory.
I often wonder what they did, where they got all those kids that we had
in the dormitory because it seemed to me like there weren't
very many rooms in that place. LMG: Uh huh..J
FA:

Now, was everything in the main building at that time, wasn't
it?

BF:

It seemed to me that the first year I was there, there was
only one building and the, the school building LMG: Uh huhJ
and they were close togehter. /FA: Oh..:.7 And, then the next
year I went back, they had this other that joined the two and
they put some more classrooms in that year. LMG:
Uh huh..J
Now, it seemed to me when I first went there LPA: They joined
Old Mainr there were two sections to it..J, yeah.

MG:

Was it, was it called Old Main when you went there?

BF:

No. Dormitory. LFA:
No, surely notJ LPA:
It was a dormitory..J It was called the dormitory. But, ah, that's what we
called it. LMG:
Uh huhJ LPA: They put the middle section
in • • • _/ Don't, don't you remember, you remember that, that
has the curve L_MG: Yes..J, the beige front? LMG: Yes.:./ That,
it seemed to me, was built at the time that, ah, that after
we went there, the first year. L_MG: Yeah..J But, now, I
wouldn't, ah, I'm, I'm almost certain that that was built.
LMG:
Uh huh..:.7 When we went back, we all were so surprised,
and they put some, ah, dormitory rooms in that building. LMG:
Uh huhJ But, I remember some of the girls would have to go
up the steps from Old Main, they'd, they'd, ah, tore the petition
out, or the wall out, and connected the different floors, you
see. L_MG: Uh huh_J And, ah, I remember we had to go up two
or three steps to get in one of the girls' rooms, and·oh, those
were big rooms. Later • • •

MG:

How many girls were there to a room?
of you were in a room?

BF:

Two. L_MG:
Two girls to a rQ.om..:.7 Double beds. LMG: Oh, my..:.7
LPA: Oh, for goodness sake..:.7 (laughs)
LMG: What luxuryJ
And, ah, the girl, Mrs. H. S. White, I don't know whether you
know who H. S. White was. But, he was, ah, an old man from
down in, ah, Logan. What is that other county down there? L_MG:
Mingoy Mingo. L_MG: YeahJ He was from Mingo County, and
ah, he was a state senator LMG:
Uh huh.:./, and he had been

,lBF:

Huhij

How many
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married twice. And, he had a daughter that was older than my
roommate, and my roommate was from down in Matewan. L_MG: Uh
huhJ And, ah, Mr. White met Mary Seaman, was her name. She
was born in Germany, and but she was only over there a short
time, and this aunt and uncle brought her over to this country
and, she, she says she just couldn't remember her folks over
there at all; she was so young. But anyhow, Mary and I were
roommates for about two or three weeks L_MG: Uh huhJ, and
we were good friends before we became roommates . And, Mary
said she just couldn't, ah, one day she said, "Bertha, you
snore so much."
(laughter)
And, I said, "I do not." And,
she said, "Yes, you do," and she said, "I can't sleep for
your snoring." And so I said, "Well, get another room then . "
So, she got another room, and then I got another roommate.
But, I remember that we had to sleep in the same beds, and
oh, dear, however we did it I don't know. Where did we put
our clothes in those days? I don't remember where I hung my
clothes in that dormitory because, ah, I don't remember any
closets in the bedrooms.
MG:

I don't recall any in any of the rooms that are there now or
anything which could pass for a closet.

FA:

No, they may have had those racks.

PA:

But there were still girls there in Old Main when I went
there.

BF:

No, we didn't have any old racks.

PA:

How about armoires, you know, like wardrobes.
wardrobes?

BF:

Well, I, I think we must have had wardrobes . But, I can't
think because the rooms were so little LMG: Uh huhJ that
I can't think. Might have been, must have been a small
wardrobe (laughter) because I, I have often wondered where
we put our clothes i,MG:
Uh huhJ, because those were and
all of us wanted a room on the third floor, you know, because none of the teachers roomed on the third floor. LMG: Uh
huh..J And, ah, I remember one night we had a pillow fight
in my room. Some of the kids came in with their pillows and
got into a pillow fight in my room. And, they didn't have
screens when I went down there, and so, ah, this night ah

Did you have
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somebody got a hold of my pillow and threw it. And, I don't
know about, I don't think they threw it at me, but anyhow it
went out of the window and down on the, ah, porch LMG:
Uh huh✓
roof and that porch roof was right off of Miss Hackney's room.
And, it was late, and I had to go down and ask Miss Hackney
to let me go out there and get my pillow.
MG:

Now, who was she?

BF:

She was the, well, she was a teacher LMG:
Uh huh✓ and one
of the best teachers that I ever saw, and, ah, a math teacher.
LMG:
Uh huh✓ And, she said, "How did it get out there?"
And, I said, "I don't know."
(laughter)
And, she said,
"Well, it certainly didn't take feet and walk out there."
And, I said, "No, I don't think so." I was scared to death,
and she said, "Well, go out and get it." And, oh, she was
crabbed when I when, ah, that time, you know. And, so I went
out and got it, and I couldn't get out of that room fast
enough.
I went out on the roof and got it and come back
and through that room I went like lightning and upstairs.
But, I never had another pillow fight (laughter) in my room.
But, ah, this Miss Hackney I'm telling you about, oh, she was
the best teacher. My, but she was good.
And, the boys just
hated her. She was cruel to the boys, but if she thought
anyone was trying to do anything . • • at all, she gave them
credit for it. And, later I went back after I became a teacher
and found that I was going to need, ah, a degree, I, why, I
hadn't really decided then on a degree, but I went back for
some more instruction. And, I went in her advanced algebra
class, a college algebra class, and, oh, was she wonderful.
And, but some of those boys would come in there, and, oh,
I felt sorry for them. She just laid them out, she would just
lay them out in class, and she said they would loaf around
all day and, and half of the night, and then said come here
with all kinds of excuses. To me, but I was a teacher then,
I was not a pupil, you see, I had been teaching then for some
time, and I remember, ah, that once or twice when I was in
classes that the teacher asked me to substitute, they wanted
off for a day or something. And, we had a teacher out in Ohio,
at Ohio University, and he had made out the questions, the, the
math questions for the State of Ohio Examination, and he
found out that I was a major, was majoring in math, and he
asked me to teach his class. And, I was just thrilled to death,
you know LMG:
Uh huhd, to take his classes, but I thought
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to take over because I was in one of his classes L_MG:
Uh huhJ,
you see iMG: Uh huhJ, and he asked ma if I would take--!
think I had two that morning, two o~ three mornings that he
was over in Columbus with this teacher's examination. iMG:
Uh huhJ But, never did I think I'd be a math teacher. But,
now any other questions.
I'm not asking . • .
MG:

When you, when you were a student at Marshall, could you remember as best as you can, what you did during the day. Were
there classes- - not, now most of our classes are morning classes
and there's some in the afternoon. What was a typical day
like? What ah did you all have breakfast together?

BF:

A typical day was just like it was in high school. Ah, we,
it was very much like it is in high school now • .{MG: Uh huhJ
And, now you ask me, but I, I don't know what, somebody said
something about, and I told you I taught one year down there
L_MG: Uh huhJ after I ah and ju:3t before I was married. And
ah I went down, well, I had the easiest teaching I ever did
in all of my experience.
I went into the classroom at half
past eight.
I what, I had to do was ah criticize . • • I had
to sit in class and watch th ,e se girls iMG: Uh huhJ ah teach,
and then I had to ah write what criticism's iMG: Uh huh_J,
you know, on paper.

PA:

They were student teaching, and you were overseeing them.

BF:

Uh huh. And ahr had to watch them, and then I had to report
to the office. We had a regular teacher's meeting afterwards,
and we had to report; and they would ask about this particular
girl, well, how's she doing in this and this teacher would
answer, and then how's she doing in this? And, we would go
over her card and sort of get ready to give her grade. And
I had to report the different things that I had observed in
that girl's teaching. @G: Uh huhJ So, ah, but it was
really ah, that was kind of interesting iMG:
Uh huhJ, but
I, as far as the, the ah days work was concerned, it was very
much at that time like a high school. L_MG: Uh huhJ We had
our periods, and we had study hall. And, we had a great big
room in, in that ah building, the two buildings that were
united. The College Proper was on the Thirteenth Street side.
L_MG: Uh huhJ And ah then there was this space, and then
the dormitory, well, then they built that building between,
and we could go from the dormitory clear over to the classrooms
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without going outside, you see, the hall went clear through.
LMG:
Uh huh✓ And, ah, that made it so much easier for the
girls in the dormitory. But, just after we went out of the
door in the dormitory to the right was a great big room, and
it had these old - fashioned desks; and that was our study
hall. And, when now like, ah • • • well, I don't remember
about the library, much about the library, where was the
library? But, anyhow, we didn't go to the library to study.
LMG:
Uh huh✓ We went to that study hall.
No✓

MG:

Well, did you have proctors, teachers, there LBF:
direct your studies?

to

BF:

No, but we all behaved ourselves. Wasn't like, wasn't like
it is now (laughter). Why, no we had so much respect for
the other folks who wanted to study, that we had to study,
too. And, if we didn't study, we couldn't make a noise anyhow. And, I remember it. LMG:
Uh huh✓

MG:

You said also that the teachers ate dinner with you in the
dining hall. Did you take all of your meals there, breakfast
and lunch and were the teachers there at these times, too?

BF:

All three meals a day, and the teachers were there. Oh,
sometimes some teacher would be invited out, you know, something like that. But, but, ah, they came regular, pretty
regularly. Very seldom that a teacher wasn't at the head of
the table. LMG:
Uh huh✓ That was very good, that was a
very good thing because I don't know what, it would havel:Ben
bedlam if they hadn't- I'm afraid it would have been. Because we were all having such a good time. I don't think
any of us were taking our education very seriously (laughter).

MG:

Like most students.

FA:

It sounds like it was a fairly regimented type of thing.

BF:

Well, it was.

FA:

Did you have to have lights out at L_BF:
a certain time and that sort of thing?

BF:

Yeah, and we had to ask Miss Hackney everytime we went downtown.
L_MG: Uh huh_J" And, one time, one Sunday, we asked Miss Hackney

Just like a prison✓
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some girl had the headache or something was wrong with her,
and she wanted to go to the drug store. And, there were only
two seniors in the dormitory, an old woman up, ah, from Mason
and I were the two seniors, and, and so, of course, she
stayed in her room all the time and behaved herself. And, I
have, was havin' such a good time, and I went with this girl
that asked permission. There was about five of us went into
Miss Hackney and asked if this girl could go down to the drugstore and get some medicine for her headache or whatever was
wrong with her.
And, she said, yes, but don't go any farther
than whatever street the drugstore was on. Don't go down on
Ninth Street. On Ninth Street on Sunday all the bums were,
were out, or I don't know, I call them bums because I don't
know who they were, but they acted like they must have been
something terrible. Anyhow, we went, ah, down to the drugstore
and came out, and it was such a beautiful Sunday; and somebody said, "Let's take a walk," and we walked down to Ninth
Street and we went clear out Ninth to the station nearly and
back and up. And, the next day, Miss Hackney, I was in study
hall, Miss Hackney came into me and leaned over my shoulder
and said, "Bertha, did you girls go down on Ninth Street
yesterday?" And, I said, "No, ma'am." I thought here I'll go
home, they'll just expel me now, and a senior. Oh, how dis graceful! And, all that stuff and (laughs) I, she said, well,
• • • a minister that saw some girls down the street, and
they reported that they saw you down, you girls, not particularly me. Well, she went out. She didn't say anything more.
But, she went out, and I sat there, and I said, "She knows
I lied. And, what am I to do?"
I couldn't, I just didn't
know what to do, and that night I went in there, I went
downstairs, and I knocked at her door and she said, "Come
in."
(laughs)
And, I went, I went in, and she said, "Oh,
it's you, Bertha." And, I said, "Yes, Miss Hackney, and I
came in to tell you that I told you a story today. We did
go down on Ninth Street, and we went clear almost out to the
station." And, I said, "But, we never saw a person we knew,
we never spoke to a person, we behaved ourselves, we acted
like ladies, we didn't do anything that would have made you
ashamed of us." LMG: Uh huh2 And, she said, "That's all
right, Bertha, you're excused." Boy, I was glad to get out
of there (laughter). And, do you know that after we got older,
she was one of the best friends that I have at Marshall College.
After I became a teacher, she was one of my closest friends
at Marshall College, but I often wondered if (laughs) I'd
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have anything to do with her because that was the hardest
thing I believe I ever did in my life.
If anybody would ask
me, I wouldn't tell it but I'm just telling you all, and I
hope that thing isn't workin'. But anyhow /YA:
To admit
that you told a fib.J Yeah~ to go in there and admit, admit
and I don't do that.
And, I don't believe I've ever done
that in my life since L_MG:
Uh huh..:.7, but I absolutely
flatly denied something that I actually did. iMG:
Uh huh..:.7
That taught me a lesson, and I thought, why, that, it was a
preacher that told her (laughter).
MG:

Did you all, you said that you had to ask permission to go
downtown. ,LBF: YesJ Did you all, ah, well, what about
church services. Did you, did • • •

BF:

We didn't have to ask to go to church. iMG:
Uh huh.J We
didn't have to ask on Sunday to go to church, no • • • but
we did have to ask no matter what we wanted downtown. We
had to ask to go during the week. L_MG:
Uh huh..:.7 But on
Sunday, we all, everybody nearly, the whole dormitory nearly
cleaned out on Sunday and went to church, and that's why I
joined church in Huntington, the Presbyterian Church. L'.JIG:
Uh huh..:.7 Two girls, a girl and I went to church, and we
decided one day we wanted to join.
And, I'll never forget
that either . We went, the preacher said for us to come down
to his house. Wa joined that First Presbyterian Church there.

MG:

Do you remember who, who the preacher was?

BF:

I think I remember his name, but, oh, my goodness that's a
long time ago. iMG: Oh, yes..:.7 I think he was there for a
number of years, whoever he was.
But anyhow, he told us,
he took us in this room, and we were sitting like you and I,
and he was· sitting like over there. And, told us what • • •
asked us questions, you know, and ah why did we decide that
we'd like to join church, and what did we expect to do, did
it, did it, ah would it make any change in our lives, and so
on. Did we realize what we were doing, and all that stuff.
And, so ah then he said, "Well, let us have prayer." He said,
"Will you please kneel." Well, he got up and knelt down, and
she got up and knelt down, and I got up and knelt down, and
when she knelt down, she put her foot someway, ah, we were
sitting a little more at an angle, and ah, she, her toot
touched mine.
And, while we were kneeling there and that man
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was praying, every once in a while she would kick my foot
(laughter). Oh, I could have killed that girl. Honestly!
Because I was ready to burst into tears.
I was so affected
by what we had just gone through, and then that crazy girl
kicking my foot that way and just knocked all the holiness
out of me (laughter). Oh, dear.
MG:

What, what did you all do when you weren't in classes? Ah,
was there, was there a, a soda shop, or a place like that?

BF:

Oh, Lordy, no. Soda! I don't think they had sodas back
then (laughs). iMG: Oh, yes, yes they did..J Honest to
goodness, that's I, all I think that's all you could get
was a soda water.
I don't think they had anything like
we've got now. Drinks • • • but you could get maybe an
ice cream soda, I believe that . . •

MG:

was there a place where most of the students could go?

BF:

Oh, no, I don't know anywhere around where in the world we
would get anything around there.

MG:

Well, what did you do with, with the time you had?
or were you in school all day?

BF:

We were in school about all day. We had classes in the
afternoon and classes in the morning just the same as they
do in high school. iMG: Uh huh..J They we'd come home, and,
and the teachers didn't mind soaking us with work iMG: Uh
huh..J', and so and sometimes we would have to go to the library.
And, here's another thing I did. Oh, I wouldn't want that in
there. Oh, they'd think I was terrible. Ah, we had • • • I
took, ah, ah, Botany. I took a course in Botany. Now, that,
that wasn't necessary. Anyhow, I don't know why in the world
I took Botany. And, I got into it, and then I found out that
we had to have a herbarium. And, I've forgotten how many
specimens we had, and we had a box about that long, about that
wide, and that high, and corks. We had to, ah, to fix corks,
fix corks to these, the bottom of this thing and then (tape
shut off).

BF:
MG:

• the rest of this.
Oh, please (laughter).

Were you,
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BF:

No, no I'm not going to tell the rest of this.

PA:

Go ahead and tell us about your herbarium.

MG:

We have the corks down and

BF:

And, ah, we had to--no, it wasn't a herbarium. What was it?
It was bugs. We had iMG: Oh, my goodnessJ (laughter), we
had to get bugs. Yes, because I remember we took, ah, ah net
and we went over to Proctorville one day . We couldn't find
enough bugs around to fill that thing.
Fifty, I think we had
to have; somethin' like that.
And, ah, oh, here we'd been
all over the place, and I got about every bug in existence,
I thought: and, ah, any bugs around that place anyhow. And
so, I went into look in ah the ah laboratory one day.
I
was lookin' around and ah, oh, there were some old boxes there
• • • bugs (laughs). You know, some boy had bugs, and I had,
I think I had to have three, and I couldn't find three more
bugs that I didn't already have.
And, I took three out of
that one box and stuck 'em on mine (laughs). Oh, goodness.
Oh, my.
It's awful the way we do. And, I don't know whether
I ever did tell anybody (laughs).
It's a wonder I didn't,
but I was afraid they'd all rush in and want to, to get some
and ruin some of the boxes. So, anyhow ah those are some of
the things we'd have. We'd have things like that, then we'd
go and visit, and some of us would study together, and, ah,
we never got to go out at night to go anyplace. iMG:
Uh huh.:7

MG:

Well, now most, many of the students ah you mentioned Tom
Withrow coming home one weekend, so a lot of them go home
on weekends.

BF:

Oh, we could come home.

MG:

But, did many people do it?

BF:

But, do you know how we would get home? We would have to
come on the train, and the train ran at a time when ah we
couldn't get out of school. And so, the train ah we were
still in school when the train would come up, and then we'd
have to go back on the train. We didn't have buses in those
days, and we didn't have any cars. Land above, no. We didn't
have cars for so long after, I don't know if we had any when
I first began teaching.
I don't remember of cars being in
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existence then.
I think that ah--oh, my goodness, what's
that number on that little plaque up • • •
MG:

Nineteen twenty eight.

BF:

Nineteen twenty eight. Well, I was county superintendent
then. LJ1G: Uh huh_J' Ah, you know, I'm the oldest living
county superintendent in the state.

MG:

Really?

BF:

Everybody

FA:

Now, was that an appointive job at that time?

MG:

No, it was elected.

BF:

No, elected by the teachers, themselves.

FA:

By the teachers, themselves, that's interesting.

BF:

And, George M. Ford.
M. Ford?

FA:

No.

BF:

Well, he was a state superintendent at one time, and he was
also at Marshall; and he was my teacher at Marshall, one of
my teachers at Marshall. And, from the time that I knew
George M. Ford, he seemed to take an interest in me.
I, he
knew my father real well, and so he said, ah, he wanted me to
run for, ah, let him put my name up for president of the West
Virginia Education Association, and I said, "Oh, no!" But,
he didn't like whoever was running, and I'm such a blabber
mouth that I knew nearly everybody, every teacher that went
to the Education Association. And, ah, so I just, I'd been
gone for a number of years then, and, ah, here he put my name
up, but I was scared to death. Oh, I got, I just hate to be
defeated, you know, I would rather not run than be defeated
(laughter). And so, ah, I, but I was elected, and I was like
in a dream there for about 24 hours. I couldn't believe that
I would be president of the West Virginia Education Association.

MG:

What, what kinds of things did theElucation Association do then?

Did you ever know anything about George
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I mean, were they, now they seem to be very interested in
things like collective bargaining, and they're more unionized,
ah o • •
BF:

Well, it, ah we didn't ao anything much but get have a meeting every once in a while and somebody get up, and oh, we
had all kinds of speeches. And, then we had departmental
meetings, always had departmental meetings. And, they was
really the things that counted because the Math Department
would have, ah, methods, you know, and they'd have some professor come in and explain something or talk about some
/MG:
Uh huh_J", ah, something that was interesting to math
teachers. LFA: Yeah_:/ And, ah, then, ah, maybe, ah, well,
and the social studies taachers would have their meetings,
and English teachers and all, and that was really where they
got their benefit of the meetings. And, then we always had
an outstanding, not necessary an outstanding educator, ah,
just like over at Ohio University. Ah, what's his name
from Kentucky, the poet?

PA:

Jesse Stuart.

BF:

Jesse Stuart. Jesse Stuart was there one time when I was
out there, and, ah, they had a big meeting of some kind; and
I went, and, oh, I thought he was so good. And, so the next
thing I knew • • • oh, I came home, and I wrote him a letter
and asked him if he could come up, and I, I think I had some
kind of school office then.
And, asked him if he could, ah,
talk to our teachers like he did over there at the meeting.
And, he said, ah, he wrote back after nearly a month, and he
said he had been out West, hadn't been home for, had been
touring the West on speaking engagements and had come back.
And, he had I don't know how many thousand acre farm that he
had to start now to tend to and, ah, he was making no more
engagements, taking no more engagements. And, so, ah, naturally, one day my daughter and I were in Charleston, and, ah,
I had read in the paper where Jesse Stuart was going to be in
the, ah, library at, ah, ah, People's, not People's Store, ah,
Diamond. And, my old friend, one of my classmates was the
woman in charge of the bookstore /YA: Yeah_J' at that time,
and she would write me every time they were having anything
that amounted to anything. And, she had written me that he
would be there, so Eleanor and I had gone up with some people
or we would have gone up and listened to his lecture. But,
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we were standing in an aisle, and the aisle was almost deserted.
And, I had looked down at the end of that aisle, and I said,
"Oh, Eleanor, here comes Jesse Stuart," and I said, "I'm going
to speak to him." Well, but, in this letter that I got from
him, he said, ah, "P. S." when he answered my letter. He said,
"P. s., that town where you live is where my father enlisted
in the Civil War," and, ah, some other little remark about
that.
And, so I said, ah, "Eleanor, I'm going to speak to
Jesse Stuart." And, so when he got up to, oh, Eleanor, said,
"Oh, no, Mom."
And, I said, "I am." (laughter)
And, so I,
when he got up to us, I said, "I beg your pardon, but aren't
you Mr. Stuart?" And, he said, "Yes." And, I said, "Well,
I'm Bertha Filson," and I said, I, and then, I told him about
how I wrote to him and how he put this P. S. in there, and,
ah, I went on talking. And, oh, I never talked to anybody
that was as pleasant and as congenial as that man! He just
asked more questions and when, and asked me to tell things,
you know, and about this building, this old building, and
everything. And, I said, "Why, we've got a shutter there
that they, there's a hole, a bullet hole in the shutter,
and they say that was put in there during the Civil War; somebody shot that thing, hole through there during the Civil War."
Well, anyhow, I said, "Why don't you and your wife come up
sometime and see that old place?"
I said, "I think we're
going to have a new courthouse before long."
And, ah, he
said, "Well, I' 11 tell ya why I can't come." He said, "You
know, we decided one time we'd take a trip to Mexico." And,
he said, "I asked an old·man, a friend of mine and my wife
asked a friend of hers to go with us," and he said, "before
we got to the border, we asked.. , ah, we got a young fellow
who would be our interpreter and when we got across the border," he said, "we had an accident." And, he said, "This old
man had a cut across his forehead." Said, "He was bleeding
badly," and he said, •~ said, 'Hosea take me to a doctor quick'."
Well, he said, "We got the women out, and we laid the, my wife
on, in grass on one side of the road, and this old teacher,"
I believe he said, "on the other side of the road." And, he
said, "Hosea hurried with me," and he said, "we didn't have
to go very far, we came to a little o-ld cottage." And, he
said, "Hos ea said, ' there' s a doctor in therP.' • " He says,
"Hosea, I want a good doctor!"
And, he said, "Well • • •
Hosea said • • • given to understand that was a good doctor."
So, when he went in, I'm not sure whether he went in or whether
just Hosea went in and said that the man wanted a good doctor.
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And, this doctor, I believe, took his diploma from Madrid
down off of the wall and gave it to Hosea to take out and
show to Jess (laughter) and then Jess took the old man in.
And he said, "A prettier piece of work, I never saw in my
life than that work that that country doctor did on that
old man's forehead." He said, "When we went back over after
over the women, my wife had something, ah, wrong with her
back,and she says, she says, she's still in bed, but directs
the household from her bed."
I never saw a nicer . • . more
congenial fellow.
I just thought he would be bored to death
talking to us, you know. LMG:
Uh huhJ And, he just seemed
like he was maybe wanting to beat in time and that was a good
way to do it or something LMG: Uh huh_J' until he was due to
sign books and such. /YA: YeahJ He was going to autograph
these books. LMG:
Uh huh~ So, oh, I, I've had some wonderful experiences just because I was able to talk (laughter);
not because I was so smart but (laughter) because I wasn't
afraid to talk to people. LPA: Uh huh_:/ And, it just been
wonderful. Now, what do you want to know? I haven't given
you any infer • • • LMG: Yes, you have, now • •
about
this university.

J

MG:

One thing that, that fascinates me, you said that, ah, the
superintendent was an elec-elective office, the, by the
faculty members, the teachers.
Ah, you said also that you
had been elected principal for one year. Was that elective
also?

BF:

Well, by vote. £FA: By the BoardJ
cation. LMG:
I see, I seeJ

By the Board of Edu-

MG:

Now was that a one year appointment?
did you serve a specific term?

Did they change or did,

BF:

Well, I served a year. Than, at the end of the year, you had
to be reappointed. L_MG:
Uh huh_:/ And, ah, • • • just like
now, I went from, I was principal down at Central School
L_M'G: Uh huhJ, a grade school /yA: Yeah_J", and we got a
Junior High School established. When we built the new high
school out here, the little school downtown became junior high.
LMG: Uh huhJ So, I asked the Board of Education to put me
in junior high. My husband had died in the meantime, and I
said, "I, I can't stand the strain, I'd like to have a little
rest." And, teaching wasn't as difficult as trying all that
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duties of a principal in the village. So, I said, "I'd
like to go to junior high." And, ah, so I went to junior
high. And, oh, they became, that's when they began to use
the buses LMG: Uh huhJ. they began to use the buses. We
got crowded and the classes were overflowing. And, they
weren't hard to dicipline, but the number was hard ffeG: Now,
this would be about 1930Jand so at the end of three years,
I got this one bunch and, ah, one grade and went to with me
to the next grade and the next grade. Then, I said, "I'd like
t c:i go to high school."
And, by that time, I had my degree,
you see LMG:
Uh huhJ, and so I went to high school. They
all came into my classes, all these kids that I had in these
three math classes there for three~ars. L_MG:
Uh huhJ
And, I had some pupils that graduated that had gone to me
for six years (laughter). So, ah, but that's the way they
do, and, of course, every year you felt pretty secure because, ah, ah, they never unless, well, I don't remember that
they ever--they did once put me out, and I went to Charleston
and taught one year up there. L_MG: Uh huh.J A man, they
said they wanted a man in my place. L_MG: Uh huhJ
MG:

Were you the first woman principal in, in Mason County
LEF: Ah_J" or in this area that you know of?

BF:

Oh, we didn't,ah, I was the first principal, woman principal,
that I knew of. But, ah, it wasn't a principal really, a
principal's job. LMG: Uh huhJ It was more like a teacher
with a whole lot reports to make out at the end (laughs).

MG:

Isn't that what a principal is?

BF:

I think we had to teach all day. We never LMG: Uh huh_J
did any supervising LMG: Uh huh_J, you know. Why, like that,
ah, departmental work L_MG: Uh huh_J, we did that of our own
accord LMG:
Uh huhJ, but, ah, and I didn't have to make
any report of that, and it was satisfactory as long as we
had it.
It was satisfactory. We really, really liked it.

FA:

Now, did you say you just sat down and decided who was going,
who was going to teach what at the school?

BF:

Uh huh.
I, but, I knew I could almost tell who was going to
teach LFA:
Uh huh_J, ah, who wanted to teach what. LFA: Uh
huhJ Because they were so good in the work that they chose

(laughter)
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and that's the reason I thought it would be better if they
did departmental work because LFA:
Uh huhJ {:FA: Uh huh_J"
some of the teachers were so good in English. One teacher
was so good in English and the others, others were good in
their line. But, Sally Jordan was crazy about history
LNG: Uh huhJ and so I though~ well, she ought to teach all
the history.
PA:

So, you asked to departmentalize the the schools Li3F:
for the first time. fYA:
Uh huhJ

BF:

That's what we did.

FA:

Now, when you say Central, is that the one they tore down?

BF:

That's the one they tore down.

PA:

That's the one they tore down.
old grade school.

BF:

Uh huh.

FA:

Now, what did Mason County do before they built the new high,
you keep speaking of the new high 3chool.

PA:

It was the old junior high was the high school.

FA:

Was the junior high, was that the high school?

BF:

What, what is now Central
built for high school.

FA:

That one with the swimming pool.

BF:

Yeah. LFA:
Uh huhJ And, then next it was junior high
school LFA: Uh huh..J and next it was Central Grade School.
Right now CPA: After they tore the old grade school down_J"
/YA: Uh huh..J and they had thes-,imming pool and all. There's
a gym down there fYA: Uh huh..:.7 and everything. We had lots
of activities.

FA:

I can remember when the, ah, high school played its basketball
games down there. For years.

L'.'._MG:

Yeah_:J-

Uh huhJ

Where the park is now--the

Where the park is now, and ah, then • • •

• that junior high school was

Yeah.
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BF:

Well, they did until just a short time ago. /yA:
Uh huhJ
But, ah, but, ah, Marshall was, oh, I don't know, I would
think that Marshall at that time was more like a private school.

FA:

It sounds very much like it.

BF:

It, it was more like a private school because we had a few
people who came, oh, not a few, a large number of people
come from a good, I imagine most of their, ah students
were from Huntington and nearby iMG: Uh huhJ who could
get into the city. And, then we had a few who roomed in the
city .
All the boys, I guess, had to. But, ah, well, I
ah . • • this is off a little bit. Now, this is not going
is it? iNG:
Uh huhJ Well, I don't want to say, what I want
to say, that I want to say something about . . • iNG: Well,
please do, you have the right to control what happens to
this • • •
Well, this is something about the present
iFA: That's all right, go aheadJ at Marshall. iNG: Uh
huhJ Ah, I, ah, have two or three people that I know that
have got to go to Marshall this year, and the parents are
afraid for them to go. L_MG: Uh huh_J [YA: Why is thatg
You know why don't you? /YA: NoJ iPA: No..:.7 Well, it's
drugs.

J

PA:

Oh, there is very little of that.

MG:

That is changed considerably since Dr. Barker has been there.

BF:

Well, I, I, I thought out at the restaurant that I would ask
if iMG: Uh huh_J" this is, there was anything like that now.
Up here they, we just think of that place as everybody nearly
as being.

PA:

No, that's not true, Mrs. Filson.

MG:

No, that's changed considerably since Dr. Barker's been there.

BF:

Well, I just, but these parents are really afraid L_MG:
for their children to go to Mar5hall.

MG:

I don't think they should be concerned really.

PA:

Not at all.

Uh huhJ
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FA:

Probably there is a big a drug problem in the schools here
in Point Pleasant as Marshall has.

BF:

Well, we, we think there is, and they feel sure that there
is. But, those, that's one of the things that I wanted to
ask because LMG:
Uh huh_J I, ah, I really like Marshall.
LMG: Uh huh_J

MG:

Well, you've, you've grown up with the school. You've, now,
you've mentioned in an Alumni Newsletter that you've known
every president, ah, in this century. /BF:
I have.J Ah,
could you tell us a little bit about, ah, the president who
was there when you were a student?

BF:

Doctor Corbly?

MG:

Doctor Corbly.

BF:

Doctor Corbly was one of, of really he was outstanding.
Ju3t to look at him LMG:
Uh huh..J you could tell that he
was an educated man. And, when he opened his mouth, it was
just like music. Oh, he, he was a, I just think he's perfect.
He was perfect a l most. And, he travels, he studied, you know,
in Europe. LMG : Uh huh..J He was at Heidelberg, and he, he
was crazy about the German language. And, ah, I remember
when, oh, this is another funny thing. When I went down
there, I was not, let's see, I had just passed 18 years, and
I had never been away from home to amount to anything any
further than up to my grandfather and grandmother's and
Gallipolis, and, ah, places like that because we had to go on
the train, and, ah, it, we couldn't go like you do now. Well,
anyhow, I was just nothin' but a greenhorn, that was all there
was to it (laughter). LMG: So are most of us • • . _/ And,
my father wasn't going, he took me down there, mind ya, and
he said he wanted to see Doctor Corbly . He wanted to put
me in Doctor Corbly'e car~ mind ya!
(laughter) Oh, wasn't
that awful? And, so I went down there, and there I sat in
that little parlor at the left of the entrance all by myself-kids running up and down the steps. Some of them had come
early, you know. And, my father was ushered into Doctor
Corbly's presence. And, you never saw, Doctor Corbly told
me afterwards, says, "Your father spoke, speaks the most
perfect German of any native born German I ever talked with."
LMG: Uh huh.J But, my father was from Saxony, and that's
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really the part where the, ah, I guess, very educated aristocratic. LMG:
Uh huhd Anyhow, ah, my, my father was crazy
about Doctor Corbly, and I never saw Doctor Corbly in the
hall, he didn't mention my father.
And, when my father died,
I got the most beautiful letter.
I read it not very long
ago.
I was lookin' for something, and I ran across that
letter. The most beautiful letter you ever read that he
sent to me when Papa died.
PA:

What was your maiden name, Mrs. Filson?

BF:

Steinbach. LPA: Steinbach..J
(spells) S t e i n b a c h .
And, ah, so we just, ah, ah, he was just absolutely wonderful.
Such a gentleman! LMG: Uh huh..J Oh, my.
I, now, I don't
mean this business of standing up LMG:
Uh huh..J when women
come like you two did today (laughter). That, that was gentlemanly, but, ah, he did that, but I don't know, he just
did everything was so smooth L_MG: Uh huhd and so graceful
and so gentle, and he was a nice lookin' man. LMG:
Uh huh..J

MG:

Did he teach at all?

BF:

He had one class in philosophy, ah, one time I remember LMG:
Uh huh~ but that's all LMG:
Uh huh..J but, ah, he • • •

MG:

You said that he and his wife lived in

BF:

And, they never had any children, and they lived at the end
of the hall. And, she was a very, she was just like a kitten
only she was a big woman (laughter), but she was just like a
kitten .

MG:

Now, she didn't sound much like a kitten when you said she
gave you that, that bath.

BF:

Oh, that was Miss Hackney's doins'. LMG:
I see.J Oh, that
wasn't Mrs . Corbly. Mrs. Corbly got that thing out Miss
Hafney pushed me in there. And, I often wondered if Miss
Hackney didn't think I was bluffin' when I said I was sick or
something. (YA: Because she was doing that to you.J But,
ah • • •

MG:

Is that a normal way of taking care of students who were ill?
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BF:

Well, I never heard of anybody else ever doin': that . (laughter)
All that time.
I believe they all after I went out and told
what all a horrible thing, well, I was just I, I told her I'm
getting so hot.
And, she kept fanning me, you know, and all
of a sudden my head went over i.MG:
Uh huhd and, ah, about
acared the wits out of them, you know i.MG:
Uh huh..J~ and
would have served them right if I'd had to have a doctor.
(laughter)
But anyhow, ah, Doctor CorblY was just that
kind of a man. He would lecture, he would give a lecture,
but it was usually above everybody else's head i.MG:
Uh huh_J"
when he talked unless if he was talking to some of us, and
he'd get down to our LMG:
Uh huh_J" level then. But, ah, he
was a brilliant man, and, ah, a man, that, well, I wouldn't
say that Doctor Corbly had very many friends because he was
ah, I imagine people felt kinda, you know, like they couldn't
approach him .

FA:

His education scared them, I guess.

BF :

And, I think they felt like they couldn't approach him and to
me, he was just an angel. And, ah, always and he was I never
saw him that he didn't ask about Papa or did you say something,
and, ah, I know that I've got two letters from him here that
I wouldn't take anything for. LNG: Uh huh.:.7 And, the one
that he wrote to me when Papa died was just beautiful. So,
ah, but, and then Colonel Ford, George M. Ford LMG:
Uh huhJ,
was one of my teachers there, and he knew my father and so
those two men were always so nice to me. i_NG:
Uh huh_J"
And, I think mostly because they knew my father and knew how
he felt about his children. We had five girls in our family.
I was the oldest and so • • •

MG:

Colonel Ford was, ah, taught, ah, teacher preparation that,
that kind of course?

BF:

And, became state teacher state superintendent of schools.
LMG: Uh huh_J

FA:

Do you have any idea how much the tuition was at that time?

BF:

Well, I don't know, but I know what they sent me for spending
money.

PA:

What was that?

i.MG:

Uh huh.:.7
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(laughter)

BF:

Thirteen dollars a month.

PA:

That probably went pretty far.

BF:

And, I think the tuition ran about, ah, I've forgotten, but
it seemed to me like Papa said my expenses at in the dormitory
were somthin' like $15 a month. L_MG: Uh huhJ I think
that's what Mama told me one time that the board and room
LNG: Uh huhJ was $15 a month.

MG:

Now, you said earlier that you wondered where you put your
clothes in your room.
Ah, did you all do your own laundry,
or.

BF:

Yes, now that's another thing we did, and we had to go down
to the basement. LMG: Uh huhJ And, they had wash, I, I
I don't know, now, whether we had washboards or whether we
had some kind of a fancy, ah, thing that you ran them, or
something like that.

MG:

A wringer kind of?

BF:

Yeah, but I ah most of mine was done at home. I'd save everything up until I came home because I hated to go down to that
basement and wash and iron. L_MG: Uh huhJ But, ah, and, ah,
of course, we didn't dress then like they do now. L_MG:
Uh
huh_J They didn't, ah, ah, they didn't change their clothes
two and three times a day, you know, you didn't have so many.

MG:

Did you wear uniforms or was . there a uniform kind of dress?

BF:

No, no thank goodness. That would have been L_MG: Uh huh..:7
like a, a, ah penitentary iFA:
Reform schoolJ like a reform
school, or penitentary. But, we didn't have anything like
uniforms. L_MG: Uh huh..:7

FA:

Was the, was the school year about the same length. You
went in September and finished in May or early June.

BF:

Uh huh.

FA:

And, you said there was no summer school at Marshall.

BF:

And, ah, not at that time.

Uh huh.

June.

No, not then, but, ah, • • • I
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was thinking of something when you asked me that something I
was going to tell ya.
It was a little bit different, but I
think.
PA:

We were talking about the clothes, the mode of dress.

BF:

Yeah, but I can't think of what that was. Oh, we all we even
had to do our own bedclothes, you know. We had to take our
own bed clothes. And, we had to wash our own bedclothes and
wash our own clothes and iron, and how I did hate to. At
home, I didn't mind the washin' and ironin'. But, ah, down
there to go down in that old basement LMG:
Uh huh..J and
always somebody was wanting to wash or iron; and we didn't
have too many tubs and things LMG:
Uh huh..J" like that to
work with so some of us had to wait. But, ah.

MG:

Did you have to buy your own books or were they provided in
your classes?

BF:

No, we had to buy our own books, and we sold them before we
left. L_MG:
Uh huh_J"

MG:

was there a book store?

BF:

Uh huh. They had a book store and used books.
used books. LMG:
Uh huh..J"

FA:

I judge that Marshall was, ah, fairly regional at that time.
Most of the girls who went there were from this immediate
area.

BF:

That's right, that's right, they were.

PA:

There were boys there, but they lived in town, they roomed
in town.

BF:

But, ah, now we had a girl there from Parkersburg, and I got
a letter from that girl not very long ago. She never did answer, I answered but, I, ah, she didn't answer but she was
from that part of the state. And, oh, yes, student from, ah,
different parts of West Virginia, but they were rare; we didn't
have too many. /YA:
Uh huh~ We had, the more of them came
from around there.

You could get
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FA:

Well, ah, did the college draw from, ah, eastern Kentucky
and southern Ohio like it does now?

BF:

I don't remember anybody being there from, but we
from Kentucky. Now, there might have been people who came up
there, ah, on streetcars. They had streetcars then /yA:
Uh
huh, that's rightJ, and there might have been people who
came up on streetcars from some of those places around LMG:
Uh huhJ, and they go back in the evening. I know later one
of my pupils lived down in, ah, what is the name of that-Ceredo @G:
Uh huhJ and or Kenova, one of those places.
And, she came on, she would come on a streetcar every day
L_MG: Uh huh_J, and she had two or three others came with her
and this girl always had her work when she•d get on the streetcar, and these other kids would get her work, borrow her work
on the streetcar and copy it while (laughs) they were riding
up to the college.

MG:

Well, do you know in New York City, now, they teach classes
on the subway for people, commuters who get on the subway
and while they're moving on the subway, they'll teach classes.

BF:

Wouldn't that be nice?

PA:

That's fascinating.

BF:

Wouldn't that be nice?

MG:

No wasted, no wasted time at all.

FA:

You know, I was just thinking this will interest you, ah, our
chairman is named Charles Moffat. He's been at Marshall now
since 1946, and he calculates that he has taught some 14,000
students since he's been there. LBF:
I remember that man..:.7
It would be interesting to know how many of your students have
gone to Marshall. Well, I bet it's a large number of student.

BF:

I wouldn't have, we've had a number of students each year from
that go to Marshall, and, ah, I don't know how many we have
now~ but our last year, I had to, we had, we entertained them
at our banquet we had up here. We entertained some, but they,
ah, not all of them came to the banquet. LNG: Uh huhd They
indicated that they were going to Marshall LMG: Uh huhJ, but
they didn't come to the banquet. i_MG: Uh huhJ But, we paid
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for them, they were our guests, you see. And, ah, so we had
a nice group. But, the folks across the river, now, I, I
think it's too bad that we had that, ah, Tri-County thing
now because the folks across the river are not supporting it.
There are about four or five L_MG: Uh huhJ, but they're
being forced almost to, ah--Chick, ah, Chuck, what's his
name, ah, used to live over here, and he feels kind of.
(End of side one.)
PA:

Shoot, we still haven't got it, Squeaky's oldest nephew.

BF:

Skip.

PA:

Skip.

FA:

Skip.

PA:

Skip, that's it.

FA:

Skip Meadows.

PA:

Yes, Skip Meadows.

PA:

Now, did he go to Marshall?

BF:

He did go to Marshall.

PA:

That's before we were hired.

BF:

He's an alumnus.

FA:

Uh huh.

PA:

You see, that's my brother-in-law's oldest nephew.

BF:

Oh.

PA:

That's Al Thomas' oldest nephew, Squeaky.

BF:

Well, that's right.

PA:
FA:

I remember he went to Hargrave Military Academy when
I was teaching in a prep school in Virginia.

1

.:

You see, Betty Thomas married ( inaudible)
She was a Thomas.

i_B"F:

That's rightJ
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BF:

Yeah. Well, well, I forgot that.
what were we talking about?

Well, anyhow, ah, now,

MG:

You were talking about the alumni group here and the unfortunate fact that it is a tri-county which • • •

BF:

Oh, because they're all, Gallipolis is going to Rio Grande
now LMG: Yes_;/ or Rio Gran9e, and, ah, the people up Pomeroy
are going to Athens. LMG: Uh huh_;/ And, nearly all those
people up there go to Athens because they can drive through
LMG: •. Yeah✓ and, ah, L_MG: Cheaper, too.J, and it's cheaper
for them, yes. And, the same way over, but somebody was
telling me the other day that Rio Grande was a right expensive school. LMG: Yes.J Why? LMG: Yes.J

MG:

Well, it's private, ah

PA:

It's private, it's not state.

BF:

Oh, is it a church school?

MG:

Yes, I think it is.

FA:

I think it probably was.

MG:

I think it is.

FA:

was at one time closely LBF:
be quite as close.

BF:

Well, I wondered, I wondered if that was the reason.

MG:

Yes.

BF:

But, ah, they've been doin' some pretty good work over there.
L_MG:
Uh huh_;/ Some of our students from around here have
gone over there. L_MG: Uh huh.J But, I, ah, we, we can't
get anybody hardly from Gallipolis in our organization, and
we had only two or three from Meigs County so, ah, it makes
it hard to have it so spread out L_MG: Uh huh.J and no one
responding. LMG: Uh huh✓ So, I, I just wish we hadn't
asked them to come in. LMG:
Uh huhJ Couldn't they have
come in without bein' LMG:
I'm sure they could have✓ with
without, they could have joined our organization LMG: Uh huhJ
and without us having Meigs and Gallia County L_MG: Uh huh✓
join. But, anyhow, that we can't expect very many from those

Uh huhJ connected.

It may not
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two counties any more because those two schools are pretty
big schools, and they're closer and there's iPA: City and
state tuitions because they're in stateJ, yeah, that's it.
iMG: Uh huh_J
FA:

was there, ah, a very long gap between your stay at Marshall
and when you started going summer's at Ohio University?

BF:

A long gap.

FA:

Well, did you, ah, notice a great deal of difference between
Marshall and Ohio U?

BF:

It was hard to khow, then, because there, that was an older
group that went to Mar-- to, ah, Athens. iFA: Uh huhJ They
were_ nearly all teachers you see. {YA:
Uh huhJ iMG:
Uh
huh..J Older people, and when I was at Marshall, they were
_all so young, and it was a little bit difficult. Ah, we were
more concerned with getting through with our, ah, work and
gettin' back home . So many of 'em drove in and out, you see
iFA: Uh huhJ, the same day, and, ah, so it was, I didn't
meet very many of the group out there. L_MG: Uh huh..J

MG:

Mrs., Mrs. Filson when you were at Marshall, I know the 1919
football team was undefeated. Did they have, ah, athletics,
ah, football teams, and so on, in, in while youv.ere at, at
Marshall?

BF:

We didn't have a gymnasium, and, ah, I don't know, I don't
ever remember a football, baseball, or any kind of athletics.
i_NG : Uh h uh_J

FA:

Did the

BF:

I would think they did things like that when.

FA:

Did the women, ah, far out number the men, and were, were
there a lot more women students than men students?

BF:

Well, I don't know.
I, I just seems to me like they might
have been about evenly divided. L_MG: Uh huhJ Now, this, ah,
I remember that one of my school mates was D. W. Taylor and
Frank Taylor who had been the prosecuting attorney or some
fellow of somec£fice he holds in Charleston iMG:
Uh huh..J
is his son. iMG: Uh huhJ But, ah, D. W. Taylor was one
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and, ah, oh, what was, the two of those, there was two boys
there, and they were just brilliant. And, oh, yes, we did
have enough a • • • young, good number of people from outside
of, ah, Cabell and, ah, Mason County because this one boy was
from up at Oak Hill or Mount Hope or someplace that, well,
there were two boys. They were cousins and one of them was
had light hair and the other had dark hair.
And, ah, the
girls and boys would forget which was which and when, when
you say which one, they'd say, oh, the light one or the dark
one, you know, the one that had the light hair and the dark
hair. But, ah, they, we had pupils from pretty well sprinkled
over West Virginia.
FA:

I guess you probably drew a good many from the coal fields.
They would be the closest institution LBF:
Uh huhJ for them.

BF:

We had, ah, a nice, down in Mingo, this girl that I roomed
with said I snored (laughter) was from Mingo County, from
Matewan.
And, ah, so, yes, we had a sprinkling of students
from all over the about all over the state . Marshall had a
good reputation the, and, ah, as far as . • • oh, I went to
West Virginia University one summer, too. L_MG: Uh huhJ But,
that was after I had been teaching a while, and, ah, it was
so far, and it was hard to get there. That was before the days
of cars, and, and I'll never forget some of the experiences
up there at West Virginia University didn't amount to too
much then either (laughs). My goodness, no! It wasn't anything like it is now. Though, ah, I've seen a long, lots of
things happen in these colleges and universities and churches.

MG:

Oh, when was the last time you were back to Marshall, to
visit Marshall University?

BF:

Last spring at the, ah, dinner.

MG:

How, how had the school changed?
your mind?

BF:

Oh, I couldn't find my way!
(laughter)
I couldn't find my
way.
I had been down several times to that, ah, is it a church
or what is that the.

MG:

The Campus Christian Center?

LMG:

Uh huhJ

What, what stuck out in
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BF:

That's what it is. LMG:
had several, I don't know
teachers or musician that
there several times @G:
I went down there, ah, to
Church Assembly Meetings,

Uh huh.J They had several, ah, we
whether it was our church or some
met in there. Buy anyhow, I'd been
Uh huh.J for that. But, my, when
one of our, ah, our Presbeterian
and we met in that, ah . . .

PA:

Student Union.

FA:

Campus Center, Student Center.

BF:

I came out of there, and I couldn't believe my eyes. Why,
I just walked around this way and that way to get to the, ah,
to the, ah, cafeteria LMG: Uh huh.J and, ah, building going
around, and what building is this and what building is that.
And, why, I was astonished, because generally I go down
Third Avenue, up and down Third Avenue, when I go to Huntington, and, ah, ah, I just, ah, would see what was along Third
Avenue. LMG: Uh huh.J But, this time I was back on Fourth
is it on Fourth that little chapel.

MG:

Yes, uh huh.

FA:

No, it's on Fifth.

MG:

It's on Fifth.

BF:

Yeah, I thought is was on Fifth. LYeah, yeah--MG7 And, ah,
I • • • that time I was on Fifth Avenue.
I could see the back
of the college campus @G:
Uh huh2, and I was astonished at
the number of buildings. And, this chemistry, I believe it's
the, ah, Science Hall. L_MG: Yes.J Are they talking about
tearing that down now and building, were they talking about
tearing • • •

MG:

They're building another building next to it.

BF:

Well, I thought I saw someplace where they were considering,
ah, tearing Science Hall down and, and, ah, putting something
in there. One time, a couple of years ago L_MG: Uh huh.J,
and I was there when I taught that time I taught down there,
I was there about three days when they laid the corner stone
on, ah, for Science Hall, and I had to s Lt on the stage when
they laid the corner stone. I had to sit with the faculty
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because I was teaching down there (laughs) and . • •
PA:

That was built back in the SO's.

BF:

And, did I feel, oh, I felt so cheap sittin' up there with
all those Ph. D's (laughter). Oh, my goodness.

FA:

No, it was the old Music Building.

PA:

You know that used to be a store.
It was between Laidley
LBF: YesJ and, and the Science Hall
• (several voices)

BF:

I remember that, but I thought they said Science Hall; and I
though, well, the Science Hall I know that I, ah, where I
had to sit up on the.

PA:

You see, that was just built in 1950.

BF:

They had the sub flooring LMG: Uh huh_J", you know. And,
they were going to lay the corner stone that day, and they
had the whole faculty sit up there LMG:
Uh huh_J'; and I was
with 'em. But, I felt just about like, ah, an ant (laughter).
LMG:
Uh huh_J' I felt so little. But, at that time, I didn't
have my, I don't think I had my degree then. ,LMG: Uh huh_J"
Oh, yes, I did, too. /YA: Yeah, you did then_J" I remember
it now. But, anyhow, those are some of the thing that I remember.
And, I know they haven't done a bit of good, and
you'll find people that are going to do you some of the best
information. Some of these fellows and boys and girls that
went to school with me will tell you more about it (laughter).
I went down there and had a good time.

MG:

Yes, well, as you should.

BF:

(Laughs) I've been having a good time ever since. L_MG: Uh
huh..:/ I wish everybody would, could be . like ,! am, could take
affliction like I have to take it and still say, "Well, God,
I'm glad it's in my legs, not in my head." LMG: Uh huh_J
So many people when they're 90 years old, they get kind of • • •
[YA: Uh huh.J L_MG: Uh huh_J

MG:

You say, you, you still do tutor, ah, students?

BF:

I'm tutoring a little girl now.

L_MG:

L_MG:

Uh huh_J"

Uh huhJ

And, I'm
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having a picnic.
FA:

Is this in algebra or geometry?

BF:

Algebra, and, ah, you know, there's a new algebra. @G: Yes..J"
I, ah, I said, it, I, oh ho, is that thing running? I'm, I'm
telling everything that, ah, doesn't concern Marshall.

MG:

Don't worry about it.
Bertha Filson.

BF:

But, this, ah, one time Nelson Park was, ah, ah, his father
was a friend of my son-in-law, and, ah, they're neighbors
now, and • • • Nelson, the son, is, ah, went to Univ--West
Virginia University LPA: Dental school_J" to dental school.
Do you remember that? LPA:
Uh huh..J" Good for you. Well,
anyhow, ah, young Nelson was going to, no you're thinking
about his father, this young Nelson I'm talking about now
/YA: He's younger_J" is his son. LPA: Yeah_;/ And, ah,
but anyhow, he was going to West Virginia University, so I
said, "Now, Nelson," they live right across the street from
my daughter so I said, "Nelson, you go up there and get a
book, and bring it down, and we'll study this algebra that
you have to take, college algebra."
And, I said, "We'll
study it together, and you, and get you ready so that you
will have some little prepara--some knowledge of the stuff
when you go into class." Well, he went up there and got a
book, and here it was on this modern arith--arith, this
modern education methods written modern education style.
My lands, I didn't know one thing.
I went through that
first chapter, and I finally bought a book.
I told him
when he went back, I said, "Get me a book," and I gave him
the money, and he brought the book. And, I studied that
thing, and he would come over here' and we would work it out
together. When he got through, he said his mother, mother
wanted to know how much she owed me.
I said, "She doesn't
owe me anything, I owe you."
(laughter) Well, it helped me
get acquainted with this modern math.
LPA: So, that's
how you learned the new math_;/
But, the more I teach it, the
more I see that it's just what we've been doin' all the time
in our heads LFA:
Uh huh..J and, ah, only they put it in
a different language. L_MG:
Uh huh..J' And, so this little
girl I've got now took first year algebra in the Ninth grade,
and she's graduating this year; and she's going to Marshall

Well, I'm interested in learning about
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and she has to have first year algebra. L_MG: Uh huh_J" And,
so, now, she is coming to me, and she brought the librarian.
I know these, all of these people in school. And, so I
borrowed the book from, ah, the bookstore, and of course,
she charges it to me, and then this little girl borrowed a
book and charged it to herself. So, I'm going through that,
and it's, it's just exactly only I have to get used to different
words. Now, instead of saying plus and minus, you know what
they say now?
MG:

No.

PA:

He did.

FA:

I think she does.

PA:

He's taught some new math.

BF:

Huh?

FA:

Well, I assume you mean negative and positive.

BF:

Yeah.
It about kills me when I say it (laughter). Ah, ah,
you say, ah, six positive four {YA:
Uh huh_J" instead of six
plus four and six minus, she says six negative four iFA: Uh
huh_J, and that just kills me. And, I keep saying plus and
minus and right after me, she says positive and negative.
And, (laughs) she's been drilled that way. LMG: Uh huhd
And, I don't try to break her of it, and I try to say positive
and negative, but I to help her so that it won't confuse her,
you know. LMG: Uh huh_J"
But, ah, I find that it's just
exactly what we've been doing only they've added more words
to it now. LMG: Uh huh_J" This is an element of something
iFA:
Uh huh_J", this is an element of something. Well,
they've got a new symbol for element that we didn't have,
and so I had to learn that. And, oh, a few things but working the problems, they work exactly like we worKed them.
LM'G: Uh huh_J° Only the language of this new algebra is
different and in a way it's more confusing. LMG: Uh huh_J"

FA:

Ah, the, ah, changes in geometry have really been more revolutionary than in algebra, I think.

BF:

Did you think so?

Tell us.

Do you know what they say?

I didn't think so.
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FA:

I thought so, yeah.

PA:

Because he learned all that.

BF:

I don't, I, it isn't as interesting.

FA:

Well, I like the idea of starting right out in three dimensions, though. /BF: Ah, yeah.7 I think this is good.

BF:

But, ah, but, to me, oh, I guess I'm crazy about teaching
math, though.
I just love it.

PA:

Now, I like plane geometry.

FA:

Well, I had trouble, I had trouble in high school with solid
geometry, and I think if I had had new geometry, I would not
have had any difficulty.

BF:

Uh huh, uh huh, I can see that.

FA:

I think the new geometry is much more, ah, meaningful to a
student than the traditional geometry was.

BF:

Uh huh, well, I, I just really, ah, love this, ah, algebra,
and this girl that is corning to me now, she's just doin'
fine.
I had, I gave her a test yesterday, end she left out
the last answer.
I just9=1.ve her the statements, you know,
to fill in.
I get it from other books, you know, that I
have, and, ah, we had reviewed the first chapter. Well,
I said, "You had all this stuff, there's no need for us to
go through· it all." So, I gave her some written work, and
then, ah, I'm trying to get her caught up, now, she's in the,
ah, class at school LMG:
Uh huh.:7 for the second semester
LMG:
Uh huh2; and I'm trying to get her caught up for the
first semester work. So, yesterday, my goodness, oh, now,
ah, we would get all multiplication of, ah, and division and
all those things are done just exactly like they were LMG:
Uh huhd, but they have, in the first part, they have monomials.
And, here on page, well, we'll say 156 or some, then they come
in with the difficult, more difficult problems. And, instead
of following up with the monomials right away with the binomials,
trinornials L_MG: Uh huhJ, and things like that, they went
two, three chapters, had two or three more chapters, and then
they went in this. And, so, ah, well, she's going to be, I
said, "I bet you make an A in your work," because she's really
been good, or else I've been able to make it to bring it back
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to her, you know, in a way that she remembers it, now iMG:
Uh huh_J, she's had it all iMG:
Uh huh_J. But, she said
she made only a C, and she wants, I believe, that's what she
said, and, ah, she wants, no, no, I'm getting this confused
with another child that wants to take it, and she said she
made only a c, and she wanted to get a better grade. And,
so, but, I think she should be glad to get a C • .[MG: Uh
huh_J" I don't know whether I want to tie myself down to
anymore. But, I like to teach this girl because she just
responds right away and with a smile, you know, and can
answer right off the bat, she says the answer.
FA:

In your tutoring, do you find it difficult to get along without a blackboard?

BF:

No, but I did in teaching.

FA:

(Laughs)
I know, I never could tutor because I, tutor very
well because I didn't have a blackboard.

BF:

Oh, I, let me tell you about this. Oh, ah, that thing is
annoying me. When I, ah, had tutored these people, when I
clean house, I have the, ah, the regular shelf paper that I
put in my dresser drawers. L_MG: Uh huh..:7 And, ah, so when
I clean house and take this old paper out, it's not dirty,
it's just a little bit dusty, and I wipe it off with a clean
cloth and fold it up and cut it into strips like, ah, tablet
form. iMG:
Uh huh_J" And, I ah, put it in an envelope, and
then when I tutor, I just let 'em use that paper galore, you
know, to write. And, so that's what we use for blackboard.
But, you see, I sit this girl sits this way, and I sit here,
and I can watch her paper and watch her hand and what she's
doing. L_MG:
Uh huh_J You getting tired?

PA:

No.

MG:

Are you getting tired?

BF:

Shoot, no, oh murder, I could talk all night (laughter).
But, ah, I don't feel like I've really helped a bit this
afternoon because the things all seem so childish.

FA:

No, these are precisely the kinds of things that we like to,
I assume. @G: Uh huh2
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BF:

Well, I (inaudible)

MG:

Uh huh. We know so little about Marshall.
Ah, we know what
it's like now and what it's been like in the memories of
people who are there now, but we know very little about what
it was like 50 or 60 or 70 years ago so that's been very,
very helpful.
And, ah, we have a lot of our students still
are preparing to be teachers, and they're interested in
what teaching is like, ah, in West Virginia, what some of the
peoblems have been, ah, what some of the experiences of teach ers have been in this area; so, that's all very interesting
to us, too.

BF:

Ah, you see, I graduated in 1901.
a long time ago.

MG:

Yes.

BF :

We • • • where did we, we didn't
about, I would say that Marshall
at that time, than some and maybe
better high school today. L_MG:

FA:

Well, I think this is true of education, generaLly though.

BF:

Yes.
It wasn't that wasn't much better than, I don't know,
I went over to Morgantown. Those old buildings over there
looked like they were about ready to drop over.
And, ah,
they must have been old buildings so evidently they are not,
the buildings at Marshall are not anything as old as those
out at Morgantown .
And, maybe they've just, maybe they've
torn some down and put new ones up .
I don't know, I haven't
been there for years. L_MG:
Uh huh_J

MG:

Do you read anything for pleasure, just for fun, or do you
find that, ah, modern things are not as appealing- - modern
novels, and fiction, and short stories?

BF:

Well, ah, I love to read, and I, I someone said something
about books the other day, and I said, "Well, I've got books
on my shelt, I've got those books on the shelf behind the
door, there, I've got, ah, books in the closet here, and I've
got books upstairs."
I've got, ah, a little bed, a single
bed up in one of the rooms, and it's headboard has the bookshelf

L_MG:

Uh huhJ

And, that's

have anything.
It was just
was maybe a little better,
not as good as some of our
Uh huh_J
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on it LMG:
Uh huh_J", and, and I, if I live to be a hundred,
I couldn't read the books that I haven't read, but I like the
books of, the old books of the older authors.
MG:

Who's your favorite?

BF:

You know why?

PA:

Why?

BF:

I'm so sick of sex that I could die. LMG:
(laughs) Yeahd
Everything I pick up, the other day, I saw an ad of some, I
don't know whether they had it on Today or what, but, anyhow,
it said something everybody should read, They. You know it?

MG:

Uh huh.

PA:

I've seen the ad.

BF:

I started to read, I bought that book.
I started to read it,
and I never got, I didn't get through the first, I don't think
I got through the first chapter.
I was so disgu s -ted.
I
thought if I could only get something. LMG: Uh huhJ I'm
too old to be reading about sex (laughter). Well, isn't that
the truth?
( laughter)

MG:

Who is your favorite author?
like to read?

BF:

I, I like almost anything. Now, I, ah, I bought not very
long ago, I bought the whole set of, ah, Pioneers LMG:
Uh huhJ,
Last of the Mohicans LMG: Yes.J', Coopers, all Coopers serial,
and I love books like that.
I can't say that I'm, ah, really
cranky about any series.
I just like a good story, but I do
like historical novels; I might say that. L_MG: Uh huhJ I
like historical novels if they have any history that's really,
ah, historical background. L_MG:
Uh huhJ But, oh, not
this stuff, this modern stuff. I'm so sick of it.
Every
place you, no matter what you pick up anymore, and I was so
crazy about, ah, Saturday night show, All in the Family
LPA: YeahJ 'till, ah, two weeks ago, and I got so disgusted
that night. And, then they're always cursing and carrying
on, on that show 'till I'm almost worn out with that. And,
ah, gettin' so I can, the only things I really like, I don't

I know that.

What kinds of people do you
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like all this shooting, murder, and all that stuff, and so
the only things I like is the programs, the, ah, the, ah,
Today, and ah, the news broadcast. iMG:
Uh huhJ Now,
I do like the Today program once in a while they have good
people on there that they question iMG:
Uh huh..J, you know,
or some, ah, authors that have written a good book, or and
tell something about the book.
MG:

Do you get educational television here?
television.

The, ah, non-network

BF:

I don't think so.

FA:

The Athens, ah

BF:

Oh, I get, the one up in my bedroom, ah, my family kind of
spoil me. Now, I've got that old thing there, and that still
works. And, here they come along with, ah, cable iMG: Uh huh..J
and I've got, they bought, they brought, bought for me for my
bedroom. All right, I, ah • • • when I get upstairs in that
room, I'm so sleepy, and I don't want to look at pictures.
And, I usually, but I sometimes, I just, it's all folded up.
It's fixed so I can fold it all up, you know, the aerial, I
can let down and lay across the top. Then my daughter, for
Christmas, they thought it would be nice if I had one for the
kitchen and now, I've got one about that big that sits on the
kitchen table.
And, it's ruining me, though, I never get to
do anything until 9 o'clock because I get up at 6 o'clock and
get downstairs, and I turn on that thing and from the time,
and today I got programs a half past six. iMG: Uh huh..J I
never did, half the time I can't get a program at a half past
six 'till, ah, 7 o'clock most of the time. And, ah, what's
that little fellow, that Corncob Report, Keefer. /MG: Oh,
yeah..J Keefer, ah, is from Mason County, and I have to listen
to him once in a while although I don't know a thing about
agriculture (laughs). Oh, yes, that's another thing I -taught
one time--agriculture (laughter).

PA:

You did really?

BF:

Well, nobody else could teach it or (laughs) would teach it.
I don't know if they could, and I couldn't teach it 'cause
I never lived on a farm. iMG:
Uh huhJ And, here (laughs)
I had, well, I just taught the book. We didn't do any planting or harvesting or anything.

How did that happen?
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PA:

You didn't raise any pigs that year?

(laughter)

BF:

Oh, what a varied career I've had (laughter), agriculture.
But, ah, well, I don't know.
I just wonder what else I
could say for dear old Marshall~ You know, though, that is
funny my heart really is . with Marshall. Although it was a
little school, and two-year course, and it didn't give me
anything like a degree. L_MG: Uh huh.J And, I went to
Ohio University, and I was in with a bunch of old teachers
over there, ah, all the time, every summer it was teachers,
and, ah, but they were, they really were good to me. I, ah,
some of the kids asked me afterwards if I got certification
to teach in Ohio, and I said, "Yeah, I got that little, if
you're talking about that little slip." @G: Uh huh.J And,
they said, "Yes." And, I said, how did you • • . I, I
wondered, I, they wondered how I got that, I said, "I don't
know, but it was end of my report." And, ah, so but I think
it was because I was an older teacher and this was a younger
girl that asked me that, but she thought she was gonna, she
had taught LMG: Uh huh_J, but I think I got it because I'd
had experience, you know. ffe'G:
Uh huh✓ But, ah, Mar- - Ohio
University was good to me, too. But, anyhow, I, ah, love old
Marshall. And, ah, when I give, now, I give to Marshall. I
give, oh, to Ohio University $5 a year (laughs). Well, they've
got more money. LMG: Oh, yeah.J They've got more money.

FA:

Oh, that is changed even more dramatically than Marshall since
you've been there.

PA:

They have over 10,000 students there now.

BF:

I went over there with my sister who lives in Florida. She
wanted to meet, ah, somebody that had moved from Pomeroy over
to Athens. And, ah, why I'm a telling you, I, I couldn't
have found my way around in that town. Ah, they're even,
theirhlsiness street didn't look natural. @G: Uh huh.J
They had changed so many things around there, and ah, why I
really was all mixed up. Eleanor, my daughter, graduated
from Ohio U, and, ah, she knew that I couldn't have gone
around.

PA:

Now, she lives here in Point Pleasant?

BF:

Uh huh.

She lives just two blocks back on Maxwell Road.
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But, ah, I just, ah, love old Marshall, and I have strained
myself really to do, to give.
I, I ~oticed that on my slip
I got this year, this, this is the ninth year that I've contributed and so I, I was real proud of that. LMG: Yeah.:/
I never thought it was that long, but I'm a helpin' out a
little bit. /YA: Oh, yeahJ So • • •
FA:

You're helping pay our salaries.

MG:

Yeah.

BF:

Are you on the faculty?

MG:

Helping pay for the tape.

PA:

They both are.

FA:

We're in the same departmento

BF:

Oh, oh, I didn't know that. LPA: YeahJ Well, good, good.
I'm happier now that you (laughter) came than I was in the
beginning, and I was happy then. Well, that's fine.

PA:

We've been back there six years ever since Frank had his Ph.D.

BF:

Well, isn't that nice.

MG:

Don is in charge of University Relations.

Now, what's Don Carson doing?
(End of tape.)

